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Re-defining Our Global World View
When the Gods had their original meeting to decide who got which jobs, it
was Saturn who was voted director of the board & manager of global
operations in the planetary system. Thus his job is to organize and manage
the ordered world, set and control policy, and generally be ‘the big heavy’ to
enforce his governance. Yep folks our world is run by Saturn people! As he
passes through the 12 signs in his 28 year cycle around the sun we experience
his pressure to re-structure and forge new levels of ‘governance’ for the
affairs of the sign he is ‘controlling’ for 2.2 years in each sign…in this case Sagittarius. Ultimately the Sagittarian
principle is meant to inspire our lives with ideals, vision, knowledge, wisdom, meaning and purpose.
So as he moves through Sagittarius until December 2017 get set to examine and redefine your life purpose, expand
your operations and projects, and fire up your life with practical optimism, so we can collectively re-define our
global agenda toward a safe and sustainable world.
We had a preview of his Sagittarian agenda when he initially entered Sag. in December 2014 until he reached 4
degrees in March before turning retrograde and stepping back into Scorpio during June/July/Aug & September. He
re-enters Sag. on September 18 until December 2017.
Saggie territory includes: higher learning/teaching & education; philosophy & beliefs thus religion & spirituality;
dissemination of ideas thus journalism & social media; the travel industry; philanthropy; sport & gambling; ‘the big
picture’; international activity thus the web of global affairs in these epoch changing times.
Saggie qualities include: luck, good fortune, vision, expansion, growth, opportunity, fresh physical & mental
horizons, tolerance/ intolerance, extremism, heroic deeds, ideals, exploration, seeking, searching, questing,
restless, energetic, grandiosity, larger than life, preaching, promising more than we can deliver, all or nothing!
I will be putting all these bits together shortly to see a picture of personal & collective life areas that will be
focalized over the next two years. Before I develop this it’s important to see what Saturn has been up to during
2012/14 while he has been in Scorpio.
In a nutshell we have experienced a whole new level of political and corporate control…now known as
‘corptocracy’! As Scorpio rules money, resources, power & deep hidden behind the scenes activities we now have
the new multi-billion $ growth industry…surveillance; corrupt global banking systems with more control than ever;
Monsanto & other agri-business controlling food production; secret trade deals for corporate profit; loss of
property rights to fracking & energy producers; more manipulated wars for profits to armaments producers and to
generate fear so they can further control us; massive erosion of civil liberties on many levels including hijacking
social media; big pharmas making squillions from over-prescribed drugs and dispensing anti-depressants to our
dumbed down population (doing more harm than good)…the list is endless and generally awful in terms of healthy
freedom for us all.
Personally it hasn’t been a lot of fun as we have been forced to look at how emotionally safe and therefore
powerful we are, as we struggle to make sense of the deepening global crisis. Meanwhile most people continue to
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borrow $ to keep afloat in the massive material consumption machine we are told we need. Yikes! Sorry for that
dark reading of current affairs but Saturn demands we get real…and that is our current reality.
All this has occurred as other ‘big picture cycles’ have been forging our global evolutionary process, such as the
26,000 year galactic Mayan cycle opening a new level of human conscious potential from 2012. We also have the
127 year cycle of Uranus & Pluto in challenging aspect between 2012-16 stimulating the revolutionary
transformation ‘shift’ required for our planetary consciousness. These boys have previously brought us the French
Revolution & the 1930’s Great Depression so they don’t muck around. The upside is millions of people waking up
to the corrupt global agenda. The downside is the ever greater control systems they have created to limit people’s
freedom to do anything about it! More info on all this in my 2012 Astrology Report…
Typically Saturn operates through fear and restriction so we may become aware of our ‘limiting’ beliefs in the
areas he highlights. Then we can re-structure or re-program these and move beyond unconscious fear, and then
begin to use the best of Saturn’s qualities such as his strong focus and commitment, healthy responsibility,
tenacity, ability to set goals and believe we have the ‘right to success’. Emotionally Saturn is the ‘defenses’ we
use to protect our vulnerability, so as he passes through Sagittarius be aware that people may be defensive about
their beliefs and their insecurities. So smile and don’t buy into arguments and games as you practice tolerance for
the intolerant!!
He causes tightening of belts to allow for reality checks. Ultimately when we look back after he has done his thing
we see a positive result, but often it is quite painful to get there. He is known as ‘The Great Karmic Lord’ who
brings tests and his gift is strengthening our commitment and a maturing process. (Scroll to end for details of
Saturn’s previous cycles in Sagittarius).
Over the next few years we may experience personal and global constraint in the following areas:













restraint in international tourism and the airline industries
major re-structure & greater control via media and publishing
governments seeking to further control via social media surveillance
expansion of global terrorism & fundamentalism
resultant refugee and mass international migrations
crisis & reform in Roman Catholic and other major religions
impact of international trade treaties that have been set up while Saturn in Scorpio
expansion of toxic gambling systems – casinos etc.
deepening control of educational systems to ‘program’ compliance & costs of education
seek to further limit people’s right to free speech
exposure & spreading the truth regarding true crisis of global banking systems
previous cycles have brought us stock market crises & meltdowns e.g. 1987 Black Friday

On the positive side we can use Saturn in Sagittarius to:







apply ourselves to learn, teach, write, publish our knowledge and ideas
review our purpose & meaning for life and re-frame to contain fresh vision
expand our activities internationally
plan our travels to contain a purpose or quest…not just tourism
become a committed philanthropist/activist in whatever area is important to you
become more tolerant of other people’s beliefs
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make the transition from surface knowledge to depth knowledge
seek alternate news sources beyond mainstream media control
give up promising more than you can cope with & extreme behavior of all kinds

Here’s a list of his movement through Sagittarius during 2015-17
th

2015 – reaches 4 deg. Sag & retro 14 March – back to 28 Scorpio direct 2nd Aug – up to
th
Re-enters Sag September 18 then moves up to 11 Sag by end of 2015
th
th
2016 – from 11 to 16 deg. & retro 25 March – back to 9 deg. direct 13 Aug – up to 21 Sag
th
th
st
2017 – from 21 to 27 deg. & retro 5 April – back to 21 deg. direct 25 Aug – enters Cap 21 Dec
As Saturn enters Sagittarius in Sept. 2015 Jupiter in Virgo is opposing Neptune in Pisces. The ramifications of
the Middle East War is creating the largest refugee crisis since WWII as millions flee Syria leading to a massive crisis
in Europe that may challenge the very nature of the European Union. Jupiter ‘enlarges’ issues and challenges the
systems (Virgo). Neptune in Pisces brings us the ‘victims’ of the situation. This of course is a complex issue that is
bound to continue to grow as a collective theme over the next 18 months. This is an interesting take on the Syria
situation http://www.activistpost.com/2014/10/the-isis-threat-convenient-cover-up.html#AoFdrgkvGfQ6YlIx.99
During 2016 Saturn in Sagittarius connects twice with Jupiter in Virgo forming a square or hard challenging aspect
– in late March & all of May. This is generally a 're-structuring period' in our lives with accompanying tension
between the urge to move forward and the need to release any fears of doing this! Again the counsel here is
patience and managing any restlessness & uncertainty, and no knee jerk decisions or reactions as things will
become clearer soon.
These 2 dudes have the 12 & 28 year cycles respectively. Their cycle together is 20 years and underpins the
structures of global social conditions. They meet in the even number decades every 20 years - so 1900,20,40,60,80
2000,10,20 and so on...a fascinating cycle indeed when you take a moment to notice the history! This current cycle
began in 2000 in the sign of Taurus (which rules money & resources), they opposed each other in 2010 and now
form the final 90 degree square aspect before they start a new cycle in 2020 in Aquarius. OK don't lose the plot
here...cycles are actually really easy to understand as they begin, develop, fulfill themselves and then die back in
preparation for a new cycle!
This is one of the 'business cycles' so as they formed their square in August (and again in March 2016) we began to
see some retracement action. We have ample evidence that the highs of stock markets are totally nuts...always
the signal that bubbles are set to burst. In July we saw the Chinese stock market take a major tumble & the Greek
debt crisis play out the reality that the Euro system is a mess. Please don't jump on the current bubble wagon and
become a sucker in the game! Mind you a great time to buy Gold & Silver bullion as these markets are still being
heavily manipulated to keep the price down so lots of big players can buy while the price is low and make big $
holding short futures positions! Ah such a horrible game they have created where the winners are the insiders.
The other cycle that has captured my attention of late is a 7 year cycle known as 'The Shemitah Calendar'. It
works on a larger cycle of 7x7 =49 years and it perfects in the completion of a 49 year cycle on September 13th
2015. Previous dates are: Sept 2008, Sept 2001, 1994, 1987, 1980, 1973 & 1966 when this current cycle began. Yes
these dates have all brought us major financial and political crises and shifts. The dates of the previous 49 year
cycle are also amazing starting in Sept 1917 with the Communist revolution in Russia then Sept 1924,31,38,45,52 &
59... pivotal points in global history. Anyway when we add this info to the other signals and cycles it will be very
interesting to see what September 2015 & March & May 2016 have in store.
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Previous Saturn in Sagittarius cycles
Nov 85 to Nov 88
1986 – USA ‘Irangate’ affair – explosion of space-shuttle Challenger – support of right-wing contras . Explosion of Chernobyl
nuclear plant in Ukraine – dictator Marcos ousted in Philippines (people power against dictators) – US bombings of Libya
against terrorism & Ghadafi - rise of international pressure groups like Amnesty - France sinks Greenpeace Rainbow Warrior
protesting nuclear tests in Pacific
1987 - Mikhail Gorbachev brings new era in USSR (leading up to Berlin Wall coming down in 1989 when Saturn in Capricorn) –
disarmament summits with Reagan – Hezbollah formed in Palestine – Iran/Iraq war intensifies endangering Persian Gulf
western oil interests – ‘Black Monday’ stock market crash ends period of global economic growth through speculation – Japan
now dominates world financial markets – ecological priorities grow (ozone layer) – ‘Spycatcher’ secret trials in Britain –
hurricane hits England
1988 – ISA-USSR disarmament talks end Cold War – ‘Irangate’ trials over clandestine military deals between USA and Iran) –
Iraq uses chemical warfare against Kurds & Iran – Tibetan revolts against Chinese govt – ascendance of Asian ‘tiger economies
Jan 56 to Jan 59
nd
1956 – 2 Arab-Israeli war – Suez Crisis U.S. stood by while the British & French invaded Egypt to regain control of the Suez
Canal, nationalized by Gamal Nasser - it’s always been about the oil. Somehow, history managed to arrange a situation in the
Middle East that would justify our perpetual military presence right where the single most important resource to the U.S.
economy is concentrated. How convenient – Polish & Hungarian revolts crushed by Russia – Pakistan becomes Islamic republic
st
– Fidel Castro & Che Guevara begin Cuban independence movement - dawn of mass peace movement – 1 video recordings –
Fortran computer language invented – transatlantic telephone cable
st
1957 – Civil war in Vietnam – ‘Treaty of Rome’ formation of European Community – 1 space satellites launched – Elvis Presley
popularizes Rock and Roll
1958 – USSR & Chinese communist influence grows – USSR sends aid to Egypt & Cuba – anti USA feeing in S America – Beatnick
st
movement in USA & Europe – 1 nuclear submarine passes under north pole
Dec 26 to Dec 29 – Uranus Aries Jan 28 – Pluto Cancer mid degrees – 1931 Sat/Ur/Pl square
1927 - Economic conference of 52 nations in Geneva – ‘Black Friday’ collapse of German economy Nazi Party program published
– Lindberg first Atlantic flight
1928 – Briand-Kellog pact signed by 54 nations to ban war as means to settle conflict – Amelia Earhart flies Atlantic – Fleming
st
st
discovers penicillin – 1 organ transplants – 1 TV broadcasts & teleprinters – collapse of Brazilian economy
1929 – Wall Street crash precipitates global depression – dictatorship in Yugoslavia – Palestinians attack Jews over Wailing Wall
– Empire State Bldg starts – Einstein’s Unified Field Theory – Mahatma Ghandi begins non-violent disobedience against British
Nov 1897 to Oct 1900
Social Democratic Workers Party established in Russia – religious & political strife in France – USA annexes Guam, P Rico &
Phillipines: end of Spanish empire & beginning of USA expansionism – Curies isolate Radium in France – Boer War in South
Africa – Germany expands navy – Boxer Rebellion in China to expel Europeans – Plank evolves Quantum Theory
Sept 1868 to Dec 1970
Meiji restoration adopts western capitalism in Japan – first Trade Unions established in England – King of Siam modernizes
st
Thailand – Suez Canal opens - 1 Transcontinental railway in USA – President Grant announces corruption is endemic in S.
rd
states – Franco-Prussian war as Germans occupy Paris – 3 Republic declared in France – uprisings against foreigners in China
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